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1571 ABSTRACT 
An improved exhaust system including a lobed mixer 
and an improved exhaust centerbody is provided. The 
improved exhaust centerbody includes means for coop- 
erating with the lobed mixer to increase mixing effec- 
tiveness of the exhaust system without substantially 
increasing pressure losses attributable thereto. In a pre- 
ferred embodiment of the invention, the cooperating 
means include a plurality of circumferentially spaced 
elongated deformations, such as grooves and ridges, 
which deformations extend radially with respect to a 
reference surface of the exhaust centerbody and which 
deformations are aligned in an axial direction substan- 
tially parallel to a longitudinal axis of the centerbody. 

8 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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TURBOFAN MIXED FLOW EXHAUST SYSTEM 

The invention herein described was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 5 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). 

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 397,321, 
filed July 12, 1982, now abandoned. 10 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to an exhaust system for a 

mixed flow gas turbine engine and, more particularly, to 
an improved exhaust centerbody and mixer assembly 15 
for internal mixing of fan bypass air and core engine 
exhaust gases. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

improvements in bypass turbofan engine performance 
can be obtained by efficiently mixing fan bypass air with 
core engine exhaust gases and discharging the com- 
bined flow through a single exhaust nozzle. One exhaust 
system for mixing the fan bypass air and exhaust gases 
includes a lobed mixer disposed downstream of the core 
engine. The lobed mixer forces the relatively hot ex- 
haust gases to mix with the relatively cold fan bypass air 
for realizing improved thermodynamic performance 3o 
and, thereby, improved specific fuel consumption. 

It is known in gas turbine engine technology that 2o 

25 

Improved thermodynamic performance of the gas 
turbine engine occurs when the combined fan and core 
engine exhaust flow has a relatively uniform tempera- 
ture substantially lower than the unmixed peak tempera- 
tures at the exhaust nozzle exit plane. Various exhaust 
system geometric parameters have been evaluated for 
increasing mixing effectiveness for obtaining more uni- 
form temperature distributions. Some of the parameters 
evaluated include, for example, the number of lobes in 
the mixer, mixer height, mixer length, mixer cross sec- 
tions, mixer and end view shapes, and mixer cutbacks. 
Additional geometric parameters evaluated include 
exhaust system tailpipe diameter, shape, and mixing 
length. 

However, it has been determined that although mix- 
ing effectiveness can be increased by appropriately 
varying these geometric parameters, parasitic pressure 
losses associated with the exhaust system generally 
increase as well. For example, in a high bypass ratio 
turbofan engine, the exhaust dynamic pressure is gener- 
ally a large proportion of the exhaust total pressure, and 
therefore the engine is subject to relatively large para- 
sitic pressure losses. Accordingly, prior art exhaust 
systems typically represent compromise systems limited 
in mixing effectiveness by the parasitic pressure losses. 

Accordingly, it is one object of this invention to pro- 
vide an improved exhaust system for a mixed flow gas 
turbine engine. 

Another object of this invention is to provide an 
improved exhaust system which provides increased 
internal mixing of core engine exhaust gases and fan 
bypass air to achieve a more uniform temperature distri- 
bution across the exhaust nozzle exit plane. 

Another object of this inventiion is to provide an 
improved exhaust system having increased mixer effec- 
tiveness without significantly increasing pressure losses 
attributable thereto. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
According to one form of the present invention, an 

improved exhaust system including a lobed mixer and 
an improved exhaust centerbody is provided. The im- 
proved exhaust centerbody includes means for cooper- 
ating with the lobed mixer to increase mixing effective- 
ness of the exhaust system without substantially increas- 
ing pressure losses attributable thereto. In a preferred 
embodiment of the invention, the means include a plu- 
rality of circumferentially spaced elongated deforma- 
tions, such as grooves and ridges, which extend radially 
with respect to a reference surface of the exhaust cen- 
terbody and which are aligned in an axial direction 
substantially parallel to a longitudinal axis of the center- 
body. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
The invention together with further objects and ad- 

vantages thereof, is more particularly described in the 
following detailed description taken in conjuction with 
the accompanying drawing, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of an exemplary high 
bypass mixed flow gas turbine engine incorporating an 
exhaust system according to one form of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 2 is an isometric view, partly in section, illus- 
trating the exhaust system of FIG. 1 including a lobed 
mixer and an improved exhaust centerbody. 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view illustrating in more 
detail the lobed mixer and exhaust centerbody of FIG. 
2. 

FIG. 4 is an end view of the mixer and exhaust cen- 
terbody of FIG. 3 taken along line 4-4. 

FIG. 5 is an enlarged end view of a portion of the 
mixer and exhaust centerbody of FIG. 4 illustrating 
cross-sectional flow areas thereof. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown an exemplary 

high bypass mixed flow gas turbofan engine 10 includ- 
ing an exhaust system 12 according to one form of the 
present invention. The turbofan engine 10 includes a fan 
14 driven by a core engine 16 disposed downstream 
from the fan 14 and coaxially about an engine longitudi- 
nal axis 18. The core engine 16 includes a compressor, 
combustor and turbine (all not shown) and is effective 
for discharging relatively hot combustion exhaust gases 
20. 

Disposed circumferentially about the core engine 16 
is a core cowl 22. An aerodynamically streamlined 
exhaust centerbody 24 according to one form of the 
present invention, described hereinafter, is suitably at- 
tached to the core engine 16 and extends in a down- 
stream direction from an annular aft end 26 of the core 
cowl 22. The exhaust centerbody 24 is spaced radially 
inwardly from an inner surface 28 of the core cowl 22 to 
define an annular core nozzle 30 for discharging the 
exhaust gases 20 from the core engine 16. Accordingly, 
the term “exhaust centerbody” as used herein refers to 
the structure which defines the radially inward Bow- 
path for exhaust gases discharged from an engine. 

Circumferentially disposed about the fan 14 and core 
engine 16 is a nacelle 32 which is spaced radially out- 
wardly from the core cowl 22 to define an annular 
bypass duct 34 for channeling relatively cold fan bypass 
air 36 downstream from the fan 14. The nacelle 32 coop- 
erates with the aft end 26 of the core cowl 22 to define 
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an annular fan nozzle 38 for discharging the fan bypass 
air 36, or simply fan air 36, from the bypass duct 34. The 
nacelle 32 extends downstream from the aft end 26 of 
the core cowl 22 for also defining a single exhaust noz- 
zle 40 for discharging both the fan air 36 from the fan 
nozzle 38 and the exhaust gases 20 from the core nozzle 
30 in a combined, mixed flow. 

Located within the exhaust nozzle 40, suitably at- 
tached to the aft end 26 of the core cowl 22, and spaced 
radially outwardly from the exhaust centerbody 24 is a 
lobed mixer 42. The mixer 42 is effective for mixing the 
fan air 36 from the fan nozzle 38 and the exhaust gases 
20 from the core nozzle 30 prior to discharging the 
combined flow thereof through the exhaust nozzle 40. 
The combination of the mixer 42, exhaust centerbody 
24, fan nozzle 38, core nozzle 30 and exhaust nozzle 40 
comprise the exhaust system 12 of the engine 10. 

Examples of typical lobed mixers are described in 
US. Pat. No. 4,240,252 granted to D. F. Sargisson and 
V. G. Harris and U.S. Pat. No. 3,861,140 granted to R. 
A. Krabacher, both incorporated herein by reference. 

An example of a suitable mixed flow gas turbine en- 
gine including a lobed mixer is disclosed in U.S. Pat. 
No. 4,147,029 granted to D. F. Sargisson, also incorpo- 
rated herein by reference. 

According to one form of the present invention, an 
improved exhaust system 12 including a mixer 42 and an 
improved exhaust centerbody 24 is illustrated in more 
detail in FIG. 2. The improved exhaust centerbody 24 
includes means 44 for cooperating with the lobed mixer 
42 for increasing the mixing effectiveness of the exhaust 
system 12 without substantially increasing pressure 
losses therein. 

In one embodiment, the means 44 include a plurality 
of circumferentially spaced deformations 44 disposed in 
an intermediate portion 46 of a radially outer surface 48 
of the centerbody 24. More specifically, referring to 
FIGS. 2 and 3, the centerbody 24 is corrugated or 

5 
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shaped into spaced folds and includes a plurality of 
circumferentially spaced depressions or grooves 50 40 
which extend radially inwardly with respect to a nomi- 
nal, reference surface 52 of the intermediate portion 46 
thereof. The reference surface 52 represents the outer 
surface of a typical prior art centerbody not having the 
deformations 44 therein. Each of the grooves 50 also 45 
extends substantially axially in the intermediate portion 
46 and is aligned substantially parallel to a longitudinal 
axis 54 of the centerbody 24. When the centerbody 24 is 
in the engine 10, the longitudinal axis 54 thereof is 
aligned with the longitudinal axis 18 of the engine 10 as 50 
shown in FIG. 1. 

The centerbody 24 also includes a plurality of ridges 
56 which extend radially outwardly with respect to the 
nominal surface 52. Each of the ridges 56 also extends 
substantially axially in the intermediate portion 46 and is 55 
disposed parallel to and between adjacent grooves 50. 

It should be clear from the foregoing description that 
the radially outer surface 48 of centerbody 24 is contin- 
uous and uninterrupted. Thus, the term ‘‘corrugate#’ as 
used herein refers to a geometric contour, containing 60 
alternating and generally parallel ridges and grooves, 
which is substantially continuous and contains no jump 
discontinuities in its slope. For example, an end cross 
sectional view of centerbody 24, such as shown in FIG. 
4, reveals ridges 56 and grooves 50 in a generally sinu- 65 
soidal curve. The term “deformation”, as used herein, 
refers to a geometric contour which is substantially 
continuous and contains no jump discontinuities in its 

4 
slope. For example, the term may be applied to a surface 
containing grooves and/or ridges. 

Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, the lobed mixer 42 and 
the centerbody 24 are illustrated in more detail. The 
lobed mixer 42 includes a plurality of circumferentially 
spaced and alternating radially inner lobes 58 and radi- 
ally outer lobes 60. The inner lobes 58 extend from the 
aft end 26 of the core cowl 22 and are inclined axially 
reanvardly with respect to the direction of flow to a 
reduced diameter at a mixer discharge plane 62 indi- 
cated by line 4-4. The inner lobes 58 are generally 
U-shaped and cooperate with spaced, substantially par- 
allel sidewalls 64 to form cold chutes or channels 66. 
These cold chutes 66 are disposed in flow communica- 
tion with the fan nozzle 38. 

The outer lobes 60 also extend from the aft end 26 of 
the core cowl 22 and are inclined rearwardly to a larger 
diameter relative to the reduced diameter of the inner 
lobes 58. The outer lobes 60 are also generally U-shaped 
and cooperate with the sidewalls 64 to similarly form 
hot chutes or channels 68. These hot chutes 68 are dis- 
posed in flow communication with the core nozzle 30. 

Referring to FIG. 3, the radially outer surface 48 of 
the centerbody 24 also includes a forward portion 70 
and an aft portion 72 between which the intermediate 
portion 46 is disposed. All these portions are coaxially 
disposed about the longitudinal axis 54 of the center- 
body %. The aft portion 72 is inclined radially inwardly 
in an aft direction from the intermediate portion 46. The 
forward portion 70 is inclined radially inwardly in a 
forward direction and is suitably attached to the core 
engine 16 for supporting the centerbody 24 thereto. 

Illustrated more particularly in FIGS. 3,4 and 5 is the 
centerbody 24 including the nominal surface 52, which 
surface 52 is used for describing the orientation of the 
grooves 50 and the ridges 56 of the centerbody 24. The 
grooves 50 have a generally arcuate, concave cross 
section and extend radially inwardly from the nominal 
surface 52. Each groove 50 is preferably aligned sub- 
stantially axially parallel to and faces directly oppo- 
sitely to a respective outer lobe 60 of the mixer 42. 

The ridges 56 have a generally arcuate, convex cross 
section and extend radially outwardly from the nominal 
surface 52. Each ridge 56 is preferably aligned substan- 
tially axially parallel to and faces directly oppositely to 
a respective inner lobe 58. 

Referring to FIGS. 3 and 5, a hot chute flow area 74 
is defined at the mixer discharge plane 62 and represents 
a unit flow area through which the hot exhaust gases 20 
flow upon leaving the core nozzle 30. The mixer dis- 
charge plane 62 is defined as that plane extending 
through the intermediate portion 46 of the centerbody 
24, which plane 62 is substantially aligned with an aft 
end of the lobed mixer 42. 

It is known to those skilled in the art that the hot 
chute flow area 74 of a typical mixed flow exhaust 
system is a predetermined, futed value based on selected 
engine thermodynamic cycle parameters. The exhaust 
system geometric parameters, as above described, are 
subsequently selected to obtain a compromise combina- 
tion of mixer effectiveness and mixer pressure loss while 
maintaining the hot chute flow area 74 at the predeter- 
mined value. 

For a prior art centerbody, the hot chute flow area 74 
is typically defined as that cross-sectional flow area 
bounded by an inner surface of the mixer 42 and the 
outer surface of the centerbody 24, as represented by 
the nominal surface 52, divided by the number of inner 
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lobes 58 or outer lobes 60. Typically, there are an equal 
number of inner lobes 58 and outer lobes 60, preferably 
18 of each, although other numbers of lobes can be used. 

In accordance with the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention as above described, the centerbody 24 
and the lobed mixer 42 have been predeterminedly 
restructured over those of the prior art to increase mix- 
ing effectiveness over the typical mixed flow exhaust 
system without substantially increasing pressure losses 
therein. However, although the centerbody 24 has been 
restructed, it is preferred that the hot chute flow area 74 
remain at the same value as that of a prior art exhaust 
system. 

Accordingly, when the improved centerbody 24 is 
provided, the hot chute flow area 74 can be defined 
alternatively as that flow area bounded by the inner 
surfaces of one-half of adjacent inner lobes 58, the outer 
lobe 60, the sidewalls 64 and the radially outer surfaces 
of the groove 50 and one-half of adjacent ridges 56 of 

20 the centerbody 24. 
In this regard, and as shown more particularly in 

FIG. 5, each ridge 56 of the centerbody 24 has a cross- 
sectional ridge area 76 defined as that area bounded by 
the convex outer surface of the ridge 56 and the nominal 25 
surface 52. Similarly, each groove 50 has a cross-sec- 
tional groove area 78 defined as that area bounded by 
the concave outer surface of the groove 50 and the 
nominal surface 52. Preferably the ridge area 76 is se- 
lected to equal the groove area 78 so that the addition of 3o 
flow area due to the grooves 50 is offset bv the loss of 
flow area due to the rildges 56. In this way, the hot chute 
flow area 74 remains at the predetermined magnitude 
based on the above-described thermodynamic cycle 
parameters even when the ridges 56 and the grooves 50 
are included in the centerbody 24. 

Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, the radius of the center- 
body 24, with respect to the longitudinal axis 54, at the 
ridges 56, or ridge radius R1, minus the radius of the 
centerbody 24 at the grooves 50, or groove radius R2, 
equals a depth d which has a maximum value D at the 
mixer discharge plane 62. For reducing parasitic pres- 
sure losses attributable to the centerbody 24, the 
grooves 50 and the ridges 56 of the intermediate portion 
46 are aerodynamically blended with the forward por- 
tion 70 and aft portion 72 of the centerbody 24. 

More specifically, the depth d varies from the maxi- 
mum value D at the mixer discharge plane 62 to a sub- 
stantially zero value at the junctions of the intermediate 
portion 46 and both the aft portion 72 and forward 
portion 70 of the centerbody 24. The ridges 56 and the 
grooves 50 are thus aerodynamically blended in the 
forward direction at a forward blend region 80, and in 
the aft direction at an aft blend region 82 of the center- 
body 24. As used herein, the term “blend region” refers 
to a region wherein each ridge and/or groove on the 
centerbody makes a geometrically smooth transition to 
the aft portion and/or forward portion of the center- 
body. Thus, no jump discontinuities in the slope may 
occur in this region. 

It is to be appreciated that the use of the improved 
centerbody 24 having the grooves 50 and the ridges 56, 
the predetermined hot chute flow area 74, and the aero- 
dynamic blending of the grooves 50 and the ridges 56 in 
the outer surface 48 results in an improved exhaust 
system 12 which is effective for significantly increasing 
the mixing effectiveness thereof without substantially 
increasing parasitic pressure losses over those of the 
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6 
prior art. This results in improved specific fuel con- 
sumption in the engine 10. 

In an alternative embodiment of the exhaust system 
12, the hot chute flow area 74, as shown in FIG. 5, can 
remain fixed even though the ridge area 76 and the 
groove area 78 are not made equal. This can be accom- 
plished, for example, by predeterminedly relocating the 
sidewalls 64 of the mixer 42 appropriately closer to- 
gether or farther apart to compensate for any net hot 
chute flow area changes due to unequal ridges 56 and 
grooves 50. 

While there has been described herein what is consid- 
ered to be preferred embodiments of the invention, 
other modifications will occur to those skilled in the art 
from the teachings herein. 

For example, the centerbody 24 can include either 
the grooves 50 or the ridges 56 alone, with the depth d 
in FIG. 3 indicating the radial extent of the grooves 50 
or the ridges 56 from the nominal surface 52. Although 
the ridges 56 and grooves 50 have been described as 
arcuate in profile, they could have other profiles, such 
as V-shaped. 

Furthermore, various types of mixers 42 can also be 
used for cooperating with the centerbody 24. In one 
embodiment, the mixer 42 can include sidewalls 64, 
such as shown in FIG. 3, having rearwardly facing 
cutbacks or scallops therein (not shown). 

Having thus described the invention, what is claimed 
as novel and desired to be secured by Letters Patent of 
the United States is: 

1. A turbofan engine including: 
a fan; 
a core engine disposed downstream from said fan and 

coaxially therewith about an engine longitudinal 
axis; 

a core cowl disposed circumferentially about said 
core engine; 

an exhaust centerbody extending from an aft end of 
said core engine and spaced radially inwardly from 
an inner surface of said core cowl to define a core 
nozzle for discharging gases from said core engine; 
and 

a nacelle disposed circumferentially about said fan 
and core engine and spaced radially outwardly 
from said core cowl to define an annular bypass 
duct for channeling fan air downstream from said 
fan, said nacelle cooperating with an aft end of said 
core cowl for defining an annular fan nozzle for 
discharging fan air from said bypass duct, said 
nacelle extending downstream from said aft end of 
said core cowl for defining an exhaust nozzle for 
discharging both said fan air from said fan nozzle 
and said gases from said core nozzle; 

an annular member having a radially outer surface 
including forward, intermediate, and aft portions 
coaxially disposed about a longitudinal axis of 
said member, said aft portion of said outer sur- 
face being inclined radially inwardly in an aft 
direction from said intermediate portion, said 
intermediate portion being corrugated, so as to 
form a plurality of circumferentially spaced 
grooves and ridges therein, each of said grooves 
and ridges extending substantially axially in said 
intermediate portion. 

2. A turbofan engine according to claim 1, wherein 
each of said grooves and said ridges extends axially to 
said forward and aft portions of said outer surface, re- 

wherein said exhaust centerbody comprises: 
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spectively, to blend regions wherein said radial exten- form a plurality of circumferentially spaced 
sion of each of said grooves and said ridges is substan- grooves therein, each of said grooves extending 
tially zero in magnitude for aerodynamically blending radially inwardly from a reference surface of 
said forward and aft portions of said grooves and said said intermediate portion and extending substan- 
ridges in said outer surface. tially axially in said intermediate portion. 

3. A turbofan engine according to claim 1, wherein 5. A turbofan engine according to claim 4 wherein 
each of said ridges extends radially outwardly from a said intermediate portion of said outer surface of said 
reference surface of said intermediate portion and de- annular member further includes a plurality of axially 
fines a CrOSS-SeCtiOnd ridge area between an Outer Sur- elongated ridges, each ridge disposed between adjacent 
face of said ridge and said reference surface, and each Of 10 grooves and extending radially outwardly from said 
said grooves extends radially inwardly from said refer- reference surface of said intermediate portion, and 
ence surface and defines a CrOSS-SeCtiOnal groove area wherein each of said grooves faces a respective one of 
between an outer surface of said groove and said refer- said hot chutes of said lobed mixer and each of said 
enCe Surface, said cross-sectional ridge area being equal ridges faces a respective one of said cold chutes of said 
to said cross-sectional groove area. 

4. A turbofan engine including: 6. A turbofan engine according to claim 5, wherein 
a fan; outer surfaces of said grooves and said ridges and inner 
a 'Ore engine disposed downstream from said fan and surfaces of said hot chutes and said cold chutes define a 

therewith about an engine longitudinal hot chute flow area therebetween which is substantially 
2o equal to a hot chute flow area defined with respect to 

a core cowl disposed circumferentially about said said reference surface of said intermediate of 
said annular member. an exhaust centerbody extending from an aft end of or 2, 

inclined radially inwardly in a forward direction from an inner surface of said core cowl to define a core 25 
nozzle for discharging gases from said core engine; said intermediate portion of said outer surface. a nacelle disposed circumferentially about said fan 

8. For a mixed flow turbofan engine including a core and core engine and spaced radially outwardly engine, a fan air bypass duct and a lobed mixer for mix- from said core cowl to define an annular bypass duct for channeling fan air downstream from said 3o ing fan bypass air with core engine combustion gases, an 
fan, said nacelle cooperating with an aft end of said e*aust centerbody, comprising: 

cowl for defining an annular fan nozzle for an annular member including a radially outer surface 
discharging fan air from said bypass duct, said disposed coaxially about a longitudinal axis of said 
nacelle extending downstream from said aft end of member, said outer surface having an intermediate 

discharging both said fan air from said fan nozzle wardly from said lobed mixer; 
and said gases from said core nozzle; and said intermediate portion being corrugated so as Eo 

a lobed mixed disposed at said aft end of said core form a plurality of circumferentially spaced 
cowl and including a plurality of circumferentially grooves therein, each of said grooves extending 
spaced and alternating inner lobes and outer lobes, 40 radially inwardly from a reference surface of said 
said outer lobes being rearwardly inclined relative intermediate portion and extending substantially 
to said innner lobes, said outer lobes and said inner axially in said intermediate portion; 
lobes defining hot chutes and cold chutes in flow said intermediate portion further including a plurdky 
communication with said core nozzle and said fan of axially elongated ridges, each ridge disposed 
nozzle, respectively; 45 between adjacent grooves and extending radially 

outwardly from said surface surface of said inter- 
an annular member having a radially outer surface mediate portion; and 

including forward, intermediate, and aft portions wherein each of said ridges defines a cross-sectional 
coaxially disposed about said longitudinal axis of ridge area between an outer surface thereof and 
said engine, said forward and intermediate por- 50 said reference surface and each of said grooves 
tions being spaced radially inwardly from said defines a cross-sectional groove area between an 
lobed mixer, said aft portion of said outer surface outer surface thereof and said reference surface, 
being inclined radially inwardly in an aft direc- said cross-sectional ridge area being equal to said 
tion from said intermediate portion, and said cross-sectional groove area. 

5 

l5 lobed mixer. 

axis; 

core engine; ,, A turbofan engine according to claim 
said 'Ore engine and spaced from wherein said forward of said outer surface is 

said core cowl for defining a exhaust nozzle for 35 portion effective for being spaced radially in- 

wherein said exhaust centerbody comprises: 

intermediate portion being corrugated so as to 55 * * * * *  
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